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SUMMARY
A propulsion system mathematical model is documented that allows
calculation of internal engine parameters during transient operation.
A non-real-tlme digital computer simulation of the model is also
presented. It can be used to investigate thrust response and
modulation requirements as well as the impact of duty cycle on engine
llfe and design criteria. Comparison of simulation results with
steady-state cycle deck calculations showed good agreement. The model
was developed for a specific 3-fan subsonic V/STOL aircraft




A V/STOL aircraft propulsionsystemmust supply the necessaryllft
forces and contro!moments duringhover and verticaloperations. To
provide the desiredaircraft handlingqualitiesthe propulsionsystem
necessarilybecomesan elementin one or more high gain controlloops.
The result is a potential for undesired interactionsbetween the
flightcontrol and the propulsion system. In the case of multiple
engine systemsthere must be a means of power management and,
possibly,accommodationof an engine failure.
In order to satisfythe uniquerequirements of V/STOL the propulsion
systemwill have to meet certain thrust response, modulation and
precision settingspecifications. The harsh duty cycle of a V/STOL
and the associatedmanipulationof the propulsionsystemwill have an
impact on enginellfe.
Mathematicalmodels are certain to play an important role in the
investigation of V/STOL propulsion requirements. A simple
llnear-transfer-functlonpropulsionmodel is not adequate. Althougha
detailedaerothermodynamicmodel is not necessaryit is desirable to
be able to examinesome internalengineparameters(e.g. turbineinlet
temperature,compressorexit pressure).
The propulsionsystemmathematicalmodel presented in this reportwas
developedas part of a Joint program with NASA Ames to model the
researchand technology(RTA)V/STOL aircraftshown in figureI. The
objectlveof the programwas to p-r6vldedata which could be used to
investigate propulsion-system/flight-control intefactions and pro-
pulsion requirementsfor subsonicV/STOL ai_raft. This was accom-
plishedby simulating the approach trajecto_ up to or just before
hover while the ai_raft was under automatic control. Approaches
were made in the presenceof disturbances such as turbulence, ini-
tial ve_ical and lateral offsetsand engine failures. A non,real-
time digital computer simulation of the models was used. The air-
craft and flight control systemmodels, some flight path results,
and availability of data are discussedin referenceI. Additional
information_ regaling the RTA characteristics and modeling are
given in reference2.
. The objective of this report is to document the details of the
propulsion system mathematical model as it was used in the RTA
simulation. Although the model was developed for the RTA application
it could be adaptedfor use with any similar lift/cruiseV/STOL
configuration. The model is nonlinearand allows monitoring of
internal engine pressures and temperatures. Dynamic representations
of rotor inertias,heat soak, fuel control and pitch actuatorsare
included in the model. Steady-state accuracy of the computer
simulation is discussedand some transient resultsare pressnted.
Listingsof the digitalcomputerprogramare also given with a brief
discussionof each subroutine'sfunction.
PROPULSION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The researchand technology aircraft propulsion system consists of two
llft/crulseturbofan engines,one turboshaft engine and one remote
llft fan as shown in figures1 and 2. The core enginesare modeled
aftermodifiedDetroitDieselAllison XT701-AD-700 engines and the
fans are based on HamiltonStandard157.5-cmdiametervariablepitch,
low-pressureratio fans. Additionalinformation regardin_the design
of these units is given in references3,4,andib. The lift/cruisefans
are driven by the correspondingturboshaftengine low presoure (power)
turbine through a reduction gear assembly. All throe fans are
connectedby shaftingthrough a combinergearbox. This allows power
transferand preventsa loss of fan operationand hence thrustin the
event of an engine failure. When a failureoccurs,the failed engine
power turbine is disconnectedby means of an overrunningclutch to
minimizethe power loss. The remote fan is disengagedby declutching
during conventionalflight. Thrust amplitude is modulatedprimarily
by varying fan-bladepitch angle. Total uninstalled thrustwith all
engines and fans operatingat intermediate power is about 165 KN.
Thrust is vectoredby means of hooded nozzleson the aft enginesand a
louver systemon the remote fan exit (fig.l). The vectoring was
includedas part of the RTA airframemodel.
PROPULSION SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION
Engine Component Models
This section describes some of the propulsion mathematicalmodel
details and assumptions and, where necessary, methods of
implementation.
Listingsof the computersimulationare given in appendixB along with
a brief descriptionof each subroutine. The model equations can be r
readilydetermined from the FORTRAN programand are not summarized
elsewhere. Definitions of the FORTRAN variables are given in
appendixA.
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A schematic of one turbofan engine is given in figure S and shows
engine station numbers. The same station numbering is retained for
the separate turboshaft and remote fan units unless noted otherwise.
A computational flow diagram of the propulsion system model is given
in figure 4. Each propulsion unit has its own representation.
However, only two representations are shown in figure 4 because the
turbofans, units I and 2 (fig. 2), are identical.
Required aircraft inputs to the model are altitude and Mach number.
Altitude is used as the independent variable to determine ambient
conditions from standard atmosphere tables. An additional input, DTT,
. is added to ambient temperature to simulate nonstandard-day
temperature conditions. Mach number is used to compute free-stream
total temperature and pressure. In this model the inlet is simply
treated as having constant pressure recovery. Ordinarily recovery
will depend on air speed and angle of attack (see ref. 6 for example).
This is a more important consideration in a tilt nacelle application,
especially in the flight regime...... where air speed is high (120 Kts) and
angle of attack is high (600).
Fan temperature and pressure ratios and corrected airflow are found as
functions of both fan blade pitch angle (ranging from _200 to 7.3°)
and fan corrected speed (ranging from 70% to RI0% of design). The
lift/cruise fan pressure and temperature ratios are different at the
hub (station 25) and tip (station 13). A fan stall-margin calculation
is made based on a knowledge of fan corrected airflow and pressure
ratio at stall as a function of fan blade angle and corrected speed.
Fan-blade angle is input from the pitch actuator, which is assumed to
be a simple first order lag with a .I second time constant. Fan blade
pitch rate is limited to 100°/sec. During the RTA simulation study
(ref.l), the pitch actuator was included as part of the power lever
system model. The actuator model was basically the same as that Just
discussed except that a provision was made for a deadband in blade
position. During the RTA study the actuator time constant and
deadband size were varied to investigate the effects of thrust
response and accuracy setting.
Compressor corrected airflow and adiabatic efficiency are determined
as functions of compressor corrected speed (ranging from 65 to 107.5
percent of design).
" Fan duct airflow for the turbofan units is computed by subtracting
compressor airflow from fan airflow. All fan ducts are treated as
having a fixed percentage total pressure loss.%
Core flow is assumed to be the same as compressor airflow minus
compressor bleed. Fuel flow is added at the combustor and the bleed
airflow isadded back into the core flow at the turbines.
An iteration process is used to compute combustor total pressure PT4
which is assumed to be equal to compressor discharge static pressure
PS3. The iteration loop (see ENGNyD subroutines) involves the
heat-soak lead-lag dynamics and the temperature rise (TT4P-TT3) across
the combustor due to the fuel flow Input WFM. The temperature rise is
found as a linear function of fuel/alr ratio. Total pressure and
temperature ratios across the high pressure turbine are assumed to be
constants. Temperature, pressure and flow at the nozzles of the
turbofan units are calculatedassumingmixingof the fan duct and
low-pressure turbine alrstreams.
Fan, compressorand turbinepower are computed from the flow rate
through the machine times the enthalpy rise or drop across it.
Enthalpychange is approximatedas a constantspecificheat times the
changein temperature. The specificheat values in the equationswere
adjustedto give good agreement with the Detroit Diesel Allison
steady-statecycle deck representationof the propulsionsystem. The
time rate of change of rotor speed is calculatedfrom the difference
in power absorbedby the compressoror fan and the associatedturbine
power. Power losses due to gearing are neglected. High pressure
rotor accelerationsare calculatedindividuallyas shown in figure 4.
However, since all three fans are connected by shafting,the low
pressurerotor powersare summed as shown in figure4. The time rate
of change of fan speed NLDT is integratedto obtainfan speed which is
the same for all three fans (see subroutineDVTOL). An option is
availableto allow declutchlngof the remotefan. In that case the
power absorbedby the fan HPF3 and its inertiago to zero through a
lag term. This featurewas not used during simulationof the RTA.
Anotheroption allows simulationof an engine core failure. In that
case the power output of the low pressure turbine drops to zero
instantaneously.In the case of a turbofanfailurethe temperatureof
the nozzle airflow is set equal to the fan duct air temperature(i.e.
no heatingfrom core).
Thrust calculations are based on conventional momentum equations using
the appropriate airflows and Jet velocities. The nozzle exit
temperature of the turbofan units is higher than that of the remote
fan because of mixing with hot air from the core. The higher
temperature results in higher nozzle velocity and consequently higher
thrust. In the case of propulsion unit 3, only the fan is assumed to
produce thrust (core thrust is neglected ).
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Fuel Control Model
A simplified block diagram of the fuel control is shown in figure 5.
The dynamics of the compreasor-lnlet total-temperature (TT25) sensor
and the fuel metering valve are implemented as first order lags. Tho
time constant of the sensor is a function of airflow W25. Inputs to
the fuel control are sensed compressor-inlet temperature T25SN,
compressor exit static pressure PS3, high-pressure-rotdr mechanical
, speed NH and d-emended _ hlgh-pressure-rotor corrected speed PCNHRD.
There are no measurement dynamics associated with PS3_or NH. When
used with the RTA simulation, the demanded corrected speed was
- determined from the power lever system output. The fuel control
includes a proportional-plus-integral controller and fu_el schedules
to limit engine acceleration and deceleration. The MIN and MAX and
limiter blocks shown in the diagram are part of the engine
accel/decel limit and overtemperature protection. The output of a
MIN or a MAX block is the smallest or largest Of its inputs
respectively. The control, as programmed, limits mechanical speed
operation between 57 and ii0 percent of design mechanical speed. The
output of the fuel valve, WFM, goes to the combustor.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Steady-state results from the propulsion system computer simulation
were compared to results from a steady-state cycle deck developed by
Detroit Diesel Allison (DDA). Both programs were run at fan corrected
speeds ranging from 70 to II0 percent of design (fan blade pitch angle
at design) and at fan blade pitch angles ranging from 1 to -12 degrees
(fan corrected speed of 100%). In the fan corrected speed range of 90
to 110% the maximum thrust error was 4% and most other variables (e.g.
fuel flow, turbine inlet temperature) were in error by less than 3%.
At 70% fan corrected speed thrust and fuel flow were in error by 7% or
less and temperatures and pressures were off by less than 3%.
Figure 6 illustrates the type of transient results that can be
obtained for internal parameters from the propulsion simulation. Not
all of the internal engine parameters that are available in the
simulation are shown. The particular case shown was taken from
. reference I and is typical of the results obtained from the RTA
simulation study. The results are for the last 120 seconds of an
approach trajectory to hover. Failure of engine number 2 was
. programmed to occur at an altitude of 305m (approximately 30 seconds).
Cycling of engine parameters such as turbine inlet temperature TT4 is
evident as is the large Jump in TT4 after the engine failure occurs.
In factj at the end of the transient, TT4 approaches the I hour
contingency rating of 1620 K specified in reference 5. _ Events such
as these are of interestas to how they impact engine life ands:design




A propulsion system model suitable for a non-real-tlme digital
simulation of a lift/crulse fan V/STOL aircraft was presented.
Steady-stateagreementwith detailedcycle deck calculationsis good.
The model has been integratedwith the NASA-Amesmathematicalmodel of
the V/STOL Research and TechnologyAircraft (RTA). It could be
adapted for use with any similarly configured aircraft. The
propulsion modei is sufficientlydetailed to allow inve_stiga_ion0{
thrust response requirements and low-cycle-fatigue/engine-life-
deterioration during approach and vertical landing trajectories.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONOF PROPULSIONSYSTEMFORTRANVARIABLES
The following list defines the basic propulsion systemparameters
including all variaDlesrequired to interpretthe mathematicalmodel
equations. The generalform of the variablenames is AB_xy where ABC
refers to the physicalquantity,x refers to the stationnumber (I or
2 digits,see fig. 3), and y refers to the propulsionunit number (see
figs. 1,2). The propulsionunit designationy is attached to the name
only in subroutineDVTOL. Both SI and English units are given for
each variable. When used with the RTA simulation,the computations,
as documentedin this report,were made using Englishunits.
ALTENG aircraftaltitude,m (ft)
BETAF fan blade pitch angle deg
BETFD or
BETN commandto fan blade actuator
DELTAT integrationstep size from LIFAN (typically.01), sec.
DETETO transienttime input from LIFAN (typically.05), sec
DTT temperatureincrementabove standardatmosphere,K(deg R)
EIE initialfuel flow rate, Kg/sec (ibm/hr)
EOKL output of first order lag in LIFAN when fan 3 clutch is
engaged or disengaged
ETAC core compressorefficiency, dimensionless
ETAR inlet pressurerecovery,dimensionless
FGROSS or
FGROS propulsion unit gross thrust, N (ibf)
FN propulsion unit net thrust, N(ibf)
FRAM ram drag, N(ibf)
FREQ2 heat soak lag frequency (see fig. 4) rad/sec
FREQ4 heat soak lag frequency (see fig. 4) rad/sec
HPF power absorbed by fan, W(hp)
HPIT power generated by low pressure turbine, W(hp)
HP2C power absorbed by core compressor, W(hp)
HP2T power generated by high pressure turbine, W(hp)
IMODE < 0 for initializationpass
• 0 for transient run
NH compressor speed, rpm
NHDT compressor acceleration, rpm/sec
NL fan speed, rpm
NLDT fan acceleration, rpm/sec
P,PS static pressure, N/cm**2 (psi)
PCNHD or
PCNHRD commanded compressor corrected speed, % of design
PCNHR compressor corrected speed, % of design
PCNLR fan corrected speed, % of design
PRSTL fan stall pressure ratio for given PCNLR
PS3GS guess for compressor exit static pressure in iteration loop
(see ENGNyD subroutines), N/CM**2 (psi)
PT totalpressure,N/CM**2(psi)
PI3Q2 fan tip total pressure ratio
P25Q2_ fan hub totalpressure ratio
" SM fan stall margin
T static temperature, K(deg R)
TAUT25 compressor inlet temperature sensor time constant, sec
TAUI heat soak dynamics time constant (see fig. 4), sec
TAU3 _ heat soak dynamics time constant (see fig. 4), sec
TT _total temperature, K (deg R)
TT3P _ compressor exit total temperature before heat soak K (deg R)
TT4P _ combustor exit total temperature before heat soak, K (deg R)
TI3Q2 _ fan tip total temperature ratio
T25Q2 fan hub total temperature ratio
T25SN output of compressor inlet total temperature sensor, K(deg R)
V flow velocity, m/sec
VCLUCH signal from LIFAN indicating when fan 3 is engaged (=i.) or
disengaged (=0.)
VJ3 propulsion unit 3 low pressure rotor moment of inertia,
kg-m (slug-ft)
W inlet and engine core airflow rate, kg/sec ilbm/sec)
WA fan duct airflow rate, kg/sec (ibm/sec)
WFH fuel flow rate, kg/hr (ibm/hr)
WFI output of fuel controller integrator, kg/hr (ibm/hr)
WFM fuel flow rate, kg/sec (ibm/sec)
WG mass flow rates downstream of combustor (includes fuel flow),
kg/sec (ibm/sec)
WSTL fan stall airflow for given PCNLR, kg/sec (ibm/sec)
WlR fan corrected airflow, kg/sec (ibm/sec)
W25R compressor corrected airflow, Kg/sec (ibm/sec)
XFAIL flag to indicate engine failure ('i.0for engine operating, 0.
for engine failed)
XNPCT fan mechanical speed, %of design
APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTIONS AND LISTINGS OF DIGITAL COMPUTER SUBROUTINES
Subroutine DVTOL
This cis the main controlling routine for the propulsion system
computer program. It is assumed-that DVTOL is called from a main
program or another subroutine that supplies the aircraft altitude
ALTENG and tMach number XMACH as well as initialization constants,
control flags (e.g. XFAIL) and any other required inputs, References
to LIFAN in the comment statements of DVTOL refer to input from or
output to the power leverk-s#st-e-m°part of the RTA airframe model.
DVTOL sets up the initial conditions and controls the flow of the
program during the dynamic segment. Output statements have been
omitted, but just about all fan and engine variables are available


























2500 O WG181,WFMDC1,XMVDC1,TT181,ERRNL1,PCNHD1,QNH1,QMV1,HPX1,BETFD1,-2600 H 5M1
2700 COMMON/YY2/ NL2,NH2,T3L2,T4L2,PTOSN2,T12SN2,T35N2,ERLIN2,X182,T25SN2,-2800 A QMVLG2,XMV2,BETAF2,XXA2,XXB2,NFI2
2900 COMMON/DYDT2/ NLDT2,NHDT2,T3LDT2,T4LDT2,PTODT2,T12DT2,T3SDT2tERNDT2,-







3800 G WG182,NFMDC2,XHVDC2,TT182,ERRNL2,PCNHD2,QNH2,QMV2,HPX2,BETFD2 -3900 H SM2
4000 COMMON/YY3/ NL3,NH3,T3L3,T4L3,PTOSN3,T12SN3,T3SN3,ERLIH3tX183sT255H3o-4100 A QMVLG3_XMV3,BETAF3,XXA3,XXB3,WFI3
4200 COMMON/DYDT3/ NLDT3,NHDT3,T3LDT3,T4LDT3,PTODT3,T12DT3,T3SDT3,ERNDT3t-







5100 G WG183,HFHDC3,XMVDC3,TT183,ERRHL3,PCHHD3,QNH3,QMV3,HPX3,BETFD3 -5200 H 5M3











































































C INPUT FOR FAN BLADE PIrCH FROM lIFAN




YY C5 ) =EIEC1)
YY(6)=EIE(Z)








YY Cl5 ) =3600 •
YY(16)=14528.
YY Cl 7) =1221 .
YYCl8) =2493.
C FUEL FLOW INPUT FROM LAST WFH
YY<l9)=EIEC1)
YY(20)=EIE(2)






































13000 CWWWWWMACHNUMBER INPUT FROM LIFAN
13100 C
15200 MNO=XMACH
































16300 C SET RUHTIM = TO DT2 FROM LIFAN
16600 RUHTZM = DETETO
16500 IQUIT=RUHTIM/DELTAT+.I
16600 C WRITE(6,101)
16700 CWWWWWDYHAMZC5EOMEHT OF MODEL






















































































































28200 GO TO 700
28300 610 COHTIHUE
28400 GO TO 600
28500 700 CONTINUE
28600 C OUTPUT VALUES FOR LIFAN
28700 WFHOU1 = WFHSV1/KFUEL
28800 WFHOU2 = WFHSV2/KFUEL

























This subroutine is called from DVTOL and computes variables for
turbofan propulsion unit number one (see fig. I). Included are fan,
core, core inlet temperature sensor, core speed (fuel) control, and
fan-blade pitch actuator parameters. (It should be recalled that the
pitch actuator was handled outside the propulsion model for the RTA
simulation.) Derivative terms are also calculated except for fan













1000 COHMON/YY1/ NL,NH,T3L,T_L,PTOSN,T125N,T3SN,ERLINT,X18,T25SN,QMVLG,×MV,-ii00 A BETAF,XXA,XXB,WFI
1200 COMMON /XFLOAT/A(500)
1300 EQUIVALENCE (XFAIL,A(5))
1400 COMMON /DYDTI/ NLDT,NHDT,T3LDT,T4LDT,PTOSDT,TI2SDT,T35DT,ERNLDT,X18DT,-
1500 A TT25DT,QMVLDT,XMVDT,BETADT,XXADT,XXBDT,WFIDT,WFHDT
1600 COMMON/5IDE1/-
1700 A A18 ,WFH ,PCNLRD,XXKI ,XXKP ,PO ,TO ,PI1 ,Tll ,TT2 ,-
1800 B VO ,PCNLR ,P1302 ,T1302 ,W1 ,PT2 ,PT13 ,TT13 ,PT25 ,TT25 ,-
1900 C PCNHR ,W25R ,W25 ,P13Q18,PT18 ,POOl8 ,WA18 ,N3 ,NG4 ,_FM ,-
2000 D PS3 ,PT3 ,P3QP25,TT3 ,TT4 ,PT4 ,TT42 ,WG8 ,PT8 ,PT42 ,-
2100 E TT8 ,HPIT ,HPF ,HP2T ,WFHI ,HP2C ,POQ8 ,V8 ,VI8 ,FGROSS,-
2200 F FRAM ,FN ,NFMPSS,NFMPTP,NFMPST,WFMQK ,PHI ,PS3C ,WFACC,FNZ18 ,-













3700 IF(W1R .LT. 0.) W1R=O.
3800 IF(TI3Q2 .LT. I.) T13Q2=I.
3900 IF(P1302 .LT. i.) P1302=1.
4000 WI=NIRW(PT2/14.696)WQRTH2













































8500 IF(KPS3.EQ.I)GO TO 40
8600 GO TO 35
8700 40 CONTINUE
8800 pT4=PS 3







9600 IF(XFAIL .LT. 0.1) TTS=TT25
9700 C_wW_FAN ROTOR DYNAMICS
9800 HPIT=.3817WWGS_(TT42-TTS)
9900 HPF=.3356K(W25_(TT25_TT2)+WAI8_(TTI3_TT2))





















































This subroutine is called from DVTOL and computes variables for
turbofan propulsion unit number 2. It is essentially the same as
ENGNID except that it was not programmed to include the core failure













1000 COMHON/YY2/ NL'NH,T3LpT4L,PTOSN,T12SNtTSSN,ERLZNT_X18,T25SN,QHVLG,XMVp-1100 A BETAF,XXA,XXB,NFI
1200 COMMON/DYDT2/ NLDT,NHDT,T3LDT,T_LDT,PTOSDTtT12SDT,T3SDTpERNLDT,X18DT,.
1300 A TT25DT'QMVLDT,XMVDT,BETADT,XXADT,XXBDT,NFIDT,NFHDT1400 COMMON/SIDE2/-
1500 A A18 ,NFH ,PCNLRD,XXKI ,XXKP ,PO ,TO tPll _Tll pTT2 p-
1600 B VO ,PCNLR ,P13Q2 ,T13Q2 ,N1 ,PT2 ,PT13 _TT13 ,PT25 ,TT25 _-
1700 C PCNHR ,N25R ,N25 ,P13q18,PT18 ,POQ18 ,WA18 ,N3 tNG_ ,NFM p-
1800 D PS3 ,PT3 ,P3QP25,TT3 ,TT4 ,PT4 ,TTq2 ,N08 ,PT8 ,PTq2 ,-
1900 E TT8 ,HPIT ,HPF ,HP2T ,NFHI ,HP2C ,POQ8 ,V8 ,V18 ,FGROSS,-
2000 F FRAM ,FN ,NFHPSS,NFMPTP,NFMPST,NFMQK ,PHI ,PS3C pNFACC,FNZ18 ,-













3500 IF(N1R .LT. 0.) NIR=O.
3600 IF(T13Q2 .LT. i.) T13q2=l.
3700 IF(P13Q2 .LT. 1.) P13Q2=1.
3800 N1=NIRw(PT2/1_.696)WQRTH2













































8300 IF(KPS3.EQ.1)GO TO 40
8400 GO TO 35
8500 40 CONTINUE
8600 PT4=PS3







9400 C_WW_FAN ROTOR DYNAMICS
9500 HPIT=.3817WWG8_(TT42-TTS)
9600 HPF=.3356_(N25W(TT25-TT2)+NAIS_(TTI3-TT2))





















?.17G0 HHD=I56.5 PCNHr.D.R t,.'._
.__,:,,'_e. NHD=AMINI(HHD,17000. )
} Z,?0 i-,, HHD=AHAXI ( NFID,8795. )
-2 0O0 I'IHERR=NH-HHD
,':_!18f; CONST=SQRT(NFH) '-'_F!H',!1. _9GE_S
3 ";"' r,t, NFPROP=-2. P _:.:t4t4,:no_ rn_.,_ "r
3.2300 CON=-5.21
!-";05 IF(NFC2.HE.HFGV) CON--0.
! t 5CS" NFIDT=NHERP.}_C0[-I._COi'lST
12600 I,IFGOV=NFPROP+NFZ
! ;Z.' 00 HFSCH=FUn't2( 29,26,5, XHH, '_'1'1;.<2,=t_'.F3Cii. _-[;i, i ;,.'[:5 i_)
;2;OO I,'FAC{.IX=- .013 t-_i','H+23_'_.l
''_eOn IF(NFSCFI.GT.NFACMX) L_Fb_rl-'r'_,,.,:,.1,._,-,,,...
?.3000 ZF(PS3.LE,200.) PC:PS3
_._:.'.0,, IF(PS'X..GT.ZOO ) PC=Z00 +(FS_'-ZOC_ 3:._--;:._
! ",':::r_0 HFACC=HFSCH.'4.PC
13:3P._; NFDEC= . 585:'flJ FACO
1'.3q 'Jft NFC1 =AMI N1(NFACC, NTGOV)
155 :J0 NFC1 =APIAXi ( I,.,iFC1, _,!FDEC)
] 5_CO NFCI:AI_IINi(,4=CI,665_. )
157 O0 NFC1 =A_'IAX].(NFC1,2.95.85G)
;.3,_0C NFC2 =NFC!
1-,70 2 HFGV=NFOOV
-.., v- NFHDT= (14FCi-NFtt)/. 0.5
&,_ZO0 '.;:._.,;'._XFAN PITCH ACTUATOR
-::'L'J? BETADT=10 ." "" ' - °'" '""





This subroutineis calledfrom DVTOL and computesvariablesfor the
turbineengineand remote fan propulsionunit number 3. The equations
of ENGNID have been modified to allow separationof the fan and
turbojetunits. ENGN3D does not containthe core failurQoptionbut











900 COMMON/YYS/ HL,NH,TSL,T4L,PTOSN,T125N,TSSN.ERLINT,X18,T25SN,QMVLG,XMV,- -1000 A BETAF,XXA,XXB,WFI
1100 COMMON /DYDT3/ NLDT,NHDT,T3LDT,T4LDT,PTOSDT,T12SDT,T3SDT,ERNLDT,XISDT,-
1200 A TT25DT,QMVLDT,XMVDT,BETADT,XXADT,XXBDT,WFIDT,WFHDT1300 COMMON/SIDE3/-
1400 A A18 ,WFH ,PCHLRD,XXKI ,XXKP ,PO ,TO ,Pll ,Tll ,TT2 ,-
1500 B VO ,PCHLR ,P13Q2 ,T13Q2 ,W1 ,PT2 ,PT13 ,TT13 ,PT25 ,TT25 ,-
1600 C PCNHR ,W25R ,W25 ,P13Q18,PT18 ,POQ18 ,NA18 ,W5 ,WG4 ,NFM ,-
1700 D PS3 ,PT3 ,PSQP25,TT3 ,TT4 ,PT4 ,TT42 ,WG8 ,PT8 ,PT42 ,-
1800 E TT8 ,HP1T ,HPF ,HP2T ,WFHI ,HP2C ,POQ8 ,V8 ,V18 ,FGROSS,-
1900 F FRAM ,FN ,WFMPSS,WFHPTP,WFMPST,WFMQK ,PHI ,PSSC ,WFACC,FHZ18 ,-


















3900 IF(WIR .LT. 0.) WIR=O.
4000 IF(TI3Q2 .LT. i.) T13Q2=l.0
4100 IF(P13Q2 .LT. 1.) PI3q2=I.O
4200 2 WI=WIRW(PT2/14.696)WQRTH2












































8600 IF(KPS3.EQ.I)GO TO 40
8700 GO TO 35
8800 40 CONTIHUE
8900 PT4=PS3







9700 C_WFAN ROTOR DYNAMICS
9800 HPIT=.3817WNGS_(TT42-TT8)
9900 HPF:.3623_NA18W(TT13-TT2)




















































A convergence subroutine called from the iteration loops of the ENGNyD
subroutines to find compressor-exit static pressure (PS3). The
agruments are as follows:
N - parameter used to keep track of what variable is being iterated
on when CNVRGI is used for more than one iteration loop.
ERR - difference between latest calculated value and latest guessed
value.
XOLD - latest calculated value (in ENGNyD)
XNEW - latest guessed value (from CNVRGI)
TOL - sets tolerance on largest difference between latest guessed
value and latest calculated value within which convergence is
assumed to occur.
IND = Index set in CNVRGI indicating whether or not convergence is
complete.






300 IF(ITR.GT.50000) CALL EXIT
400 RELTOL=TOLWABS(XOLD)





1000 IF(ITR.GE.2) GO TO 20
1100 XHEW=XHEWWI.04
1200 RETURN











BLOCK DATA contains some miscellaneous constants and coefficients as
well as all of the tables of data that are functions of one or two
variables. These data include items such as: ambient temperature and
pressure as functions of altitude; fan airflow and temperature and
pressure ratios as functions of fan speed and fan-blade pitch angle;




















1700 DATA ZW25R/12.2,1_.O,16.2,18.9,20.8,2_.2,29.7,32.9,37.2,_1.2,-1800 A 44.1,_.9/
1900 DATA XPCNH2/65.,70.,78.5,82.1,85.,86.69,87.28,90.07,91.13,92.78,-2000 A 94.39,95.28,97.65,98.35,102.23,106.39/













3500 A 1.039, 1.049, 1.063, 1.080, 1.097, 1.110, 1.114, -
3600 B 1.049, 1.064, 1.083, 1.105, 1.127, 1.145, 1.152, -
3700 C 1.060, 1.081, I.i05, 1.133, 1.160, 1.187, 1.200, -
3800 D 1.077, 1.101, 1.130, 1.164, 1.199, 1.232, 1.246, -
3900 E 1.092, 1.122, 1.156, 1.196, 1.231, 1.255, 1.262/4000 DATA ZFTTR/-
4100 A 1.0135, 1.0172, 1.0211, 1.0253, 1.0300, 1.0352, 1.0581, -
4200 B 1.0175, 1.0223, 1.0273, 1.0328, 1.0390, 1.0463, 1.0503, -
_300 C 1.0215, 1.0281, 1.0347, 1.0_16, 1.0490, 1.0581, 1.0633, -
4400 D 1.0266, 1.0345, 1.0427, 1.0513, 1.0605, 1.0714, 1.0775, -
4500 E 1.0323, 1.0418, 1.0520, 1.0632, 1.0733, 1.0832, 1.0879/
4600 DATA ×BETA1/-20.,-13.,-9.,-7.,-4.,1.,4.,7.3/
4700 DATA ZFHPR/-
4800 A 1.059, 1.065, 1.070, 1.074, 1.078, 1.081, 1.081, 1.077, -
4900 B 1.086, 1.089, 1.092, 1.094, I.i00, 1.105, 1.105, 1.105, -
5000 C 1.109, 1.115, 1.119, 1.122, 1.128, 1.136, 1.141, 1.146, -
5100 D 1.140, 1.141, 1.144, 1.151, 1.162, 1.175, 1.187, 1.185, -




5400 A 1.0214, 1.0241, 1.0264, 1.0282, 1.0309, 1.0342, 1.0360, 1.0376, -
5500 B 1.0294, 1.0525, 1.0352, 1.0569, 1.0395, 1.0445, 1.0479, 1.0516, -
5600 C 1.0374, 1.0409, 1.0443, 1.0463, 1.0498, 1.0561, 1.0605, 1.0653, -
5700 D 1.0469, 1.0504, 1.0536, 1.0563, 1.0621, 1.0702, 1.0761, 1.0811, -
















7225 DATA ZNSTL/ -
7230 A 72.3,96.8,101.6,116.,132.8, -
7235 B 83.7_111.2,117.2,137.2,154.4_ -
7240 C 96.7,127.6,138.,156.,173.2, -
7245 D 110.,145.6_156.8,172.4,192.q, -
7250 E 123.3o165.6,174.8_190.4,211.5/
7255 DATA ZPRSTL/ -
7260 A 1.0883,1.1120, 1.1124,1.1128o1.1128, -
7265 B 1.1153,1o1448,1.1432,1.1464,1.1456o -
7270 C 1.1483,1.1888,1.1852,1.1828,1.1880, -





Function routine used in DVTOL and ENGNyDroutines to linearly
interpolate tables of data having one dependentand one independent
variable. Results are obtainedby extrapolationif the range of the
table is exceeded. The argumentsare as follows:
N - a parameterused to keep track of which data table is being
interpolated.
NXP - numberof XX,ZZ pairs in the table.
XX - the table of independentvariables.
ZZ - the table of dependentvariables.































2700 tOO FORMAT(1HO,12HFUHCTIOH NO.,I3,20H INPUT OUT OF RANGE,




A function routine used in DVTOL and ENGNyD subroutines to linearly
interpolate tables of data having one dependent and two independent
variables. Results are obtained by extrapolation if the range of the
table is exceeded. The arguments are as follows:
N = a parameter used to keep track of which data table is being .
interpolated.
NXP = number of XX,ZZ pairs in the table of a constant value of YY.
NYC = number of YY's.
XX = the table containing one set of independent variable.
YY = the table containing the other set of independent variable.
ZZ - the table of dependent variables.
XIN,YIN = values of the two independent variables for which the
dependent variable is desired
36
_o
XHFUH2 ,09/19/80 12:_0:23 _..... ' ;
100 FUNCTION FUN2(N,NXP,NYC,XX,YY,ZZ,XIN,YIH) , ....
200 COMMON/FMEMR/IX(60),JY(60),IERR(60) ....
300 DIHEHSION XX(NXP)tYY(H.YC)pZZ(NXPpNYC) - "'" :
_00 I = IX(N) .: _ .500 J = JY(N)
600 CWWWWWTESTFOR X IN PREVIOUS IHTERVALWWWWW
700 IF(XIN-XX(I)) 120,200,110
800 110 IF(XIN-XX(I+I)) 200,140,1_0
900 C_WWwwCOUNTDOWHWw_ww
1000 120 IF(XIN-XX(1)) 160,160,130
1100 130 I = I-1
1200 IF(XIH-XX(I)) 130,200,200
1300 Cw_wwwCOUHT UPWWWw_
1_00 1_0 IF(XIN-XX(HXP)) 150,170,170
1500 150 I = I+l
1600 IF(XIN-XX(I+I)) 200,200,150
1700 160 I = 1
1800 GO TO 180
1900 170 I = NXP-1
2000 180 IF(IERR(N)) 200,190,190
2100 190 NRITE(6,_O0) N,XIN,YIN
2200 IERR(N) = -1
2300 CwWWWWTESTFOR Y IN PREVIOUS IHTERVALWWWWW
2_00 200 IF(YZN-YY(J)) 220,300,210
2500 210 IF(YIN-YY(J+I)) 300,2_0,2_0
2600 CwWWWWCOUNTDOWNWWWwW
2700 220 IF(YIH-YY(1)) 260,260,250
2800 230 J = J-1
2900 IF(YZN-YY(J)) 250,300,300
3000 C_wwWWCOUNTUP_ww_
3100 240 IF(YIN-YY(NYC)) 250,270,270
3200 250 J = J+l
3300 IF(YIN-YY(J+I)) 300,300,250
3_00 260 J = 1
3500 GO TO 280
3600 270 J = HYC-1
3700 280 IF(IERR(N)) 300,290,290
3800 290 WRITE(6,_O0) N,XIH,YIN
5900 IERR(N) = -1
_000 C_w_IHTERPOLATE FOR ANSNERW_W_w
_I00 300 XFRAC = (XIN-XX(I))/(XX(I+I)-XX(I))
_200 PIZZ = ZZ(I,J)+XFRACW(ZZ(I+I,J)-ZZ(I,J))
_300 P2ZZ = ZZ(I,J+I)+XFRACW(ZZ(I+I,J+I)-ZZ(I,J+I))
4400 YFRAC = (YIN-YY(J))/(YY(J+I)-YY(J))
qSO0 FUN2 = P1ZZ+YFRACW(P2ZZ-P1ZZ)
_600 IX(N) = I
_700 JY(N) = J
4800 RETURN
_900 _00 FORHAT(1HO,12HFUHCTIOH HO.,I3,20H INPUTS OUT OF RANGE,




Thissubroutineis calledfromDVTOLand is usedto findthe inteErals














1300 GO TO 40











Figure ]. - Sketchof researchand technologyaircraft showinginstallationof
propulsionsystem.
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Figure2. - Detailsof researchand technologyaircraft propulsionsystem.
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temperatureat stations!3 and 18are equal(remotefan exit)
Figure3. - Propulsionstation numbersfor LeRCmodel.
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(a) Lift!cruiseturbofan(units 1 and 2).
Figure4. - Computationalf owdiagramof propulsionsystemmodel.
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(b) Turboshafl/remotefan (unit 3).
Figure4. - Concluded.
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Figure 5. - Fuelcontrol details.
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Figure6. - Propulsionsystemdatafor t_picalapproach.Conditions:aircraftgross
weight, maximum;wind, 20kts. at :30ufromflight pathheading;turbulencerms
level, 1 mlsec;hotdaytemperature,32.2o C. Nofan bladeactuatordeadband.
Enginenumber2 failure at 28sec.
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